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ukSnsgsu lrh nsoh HkwfeZHkofr ikfFkZoA rLek rq HkwekS ljLrq foeyksnde~A ‘kM~;kstuk;ra jE;a rn/ksZu p foLr`reA lrksns”kfefr [+;kr nsokØhMa euksgje~A
The goddess SATI, with the body in the form of the boat, becomes the earth and on that earth comes into being a lake of clear water, knwon as SATIDESA.....A Sporting place of Gods.

d% çtkifr:fn~n’V% d”;i”p çtkifr%A rsusna fufeZra ns”ka d”ehjk[;a Hkfo’;frAA
Prajapati is called Ka, Kashyapa is also a Prajapati, Built by him, This place will be called “KASHMIR”
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Rituals and customs
apparently appear as
a strong waterfall by
which both inner as
well as the outer
currents of a
developed society
attain refulgence.
The Vedic civilization essentially
remained the prime ingredient of ancient
Kashmirian culture. To the ordinary
Kashmiri Pandit, the rights, rituals and
customs pervading in the entire spectrum
of their social and cultural life, remained
prime symbols of their identity.
References to various festivities are
evident in our folk songs (Vanvun). Let us
examine the lines of the following folk
songs:Ve’naayaka tsoram ta aathwaar darmay
kormay barkhordaary naav,
Aathan ryetan kllguapaal,
Thana yali pyoham ti rani pyav karmay,
Karmay barkhoraarly naav,
Truyes trya’ trakh tyal kyaah kormay
Dandi guagi saaria masaall kyaah kari’
may
Naali kiti rang rang vastir karimay.....
Kormay ........

PUN RITUAL

Zitishan ta panditann saal kyaah
kormay
I kept a fast on Sundya, the fourth
day of the bright half of Bhadrapada,
And named you as my son.
I Had a trying time for all the eight
months, And in the ninth month I
gave birth to Bal Gopal (young
Krishna)
I arranged a good feasting on your
birth And I named you as my son,
(And I arranged) milk, kernel and all
condiments And I named you as my
son, I Got colourful clothes for you
to wear and I Arranged a feast and
invited all pandits and astrologers.
And I ........
The fourth day of the Bhadra Shukla,
is known as ‘Vina:yak Tsoram. In
case it falls on Sunday, it is
considered extremely auspicious. In
the Kashmiri families, a special kind
of sweet bread fried in ghee, called
the ‘Roth’, is prepared on this date.
In case it is not possible for a family
to adhere to this date, the preparation
is postponed and held on some other
auspicious day of the same fortnight
or on the fifteenth bright fortninght

of ka:rtika Shukla, i.e. Oct. Nov. The
function is known as ‘Pun Dyun’.
Besides the season for harvesting
cotton in the valley generally falls
ion the month of September. A raw
thread was got spun or prepared by
an un-married girl, ‘Kanya’, out of
the newly harvested cotton and this
had a special significance on this
function. The girl gets special sweet
bread, called ‘Kaniki Voor’ and
some little money, as a reward for
preparing the thread.
The puncakes thus prepared are also
called ‘Ver Bhadrun Roth’, or
‘Dharan Maji Hinz Tsot/Roth,’,
preparation of pancakes in honour of
‘Ver Bhadra, or’Dharan Ma:j the
family diety. There is a practice of
narrating a happy ending folk story
while performing the ritual, a
narration of which sahll follow.
Every member of the family is given
a handful of green grass, ‘Dramun,’
filled with some grains or soaked
barley, rice and flowers. The elder
member of the family narrates the
story and all hear it attentively.
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RESPONCES
To Distribute the literature free
of cost is in itself a big leap in
the direction of Cultural
rejuvenation.
Kapi Kak
Austrial-via e-mil
We need to bring a cultural
revolution in our Community.
M.L. Koul
Jawahar Nagar, Jammu.
First time a Cultural
organisation is working for the
real cause of rejuvinating
community instead of working
at the level of Temples or
Ashrams.
Sunil Tickoo
Singapore
Marvalleous work, keep it up.
Sameer Durani,
Hydrabad
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CALENDAR

PILIGRIMAGE :MARTAND (SUN TEMPLE) ..... 3RD OCT
KASHMIR’S CONTRIBUTION TO INDIA ETHOS
ABHINAVA GUPTA (980-1020 A.D.)
Tha most famous works of Abhinavgupta
on “Shaiva Darshan” strictly speak of :
1. Para-Trimshik Vivarna
2. Pratyabhijna Vimarshini
(Expugrated)
3. Pratyabhijna Vivriti Vimsarsini
4. Tantrasara
5. Tantraloka
6. Parmarthasara
7. Commentary on Bhagvad Gita called
Gitarthasangraha.
Many other compositions of his such as
“Shaivadrishtvalocana” a commentary on
“Shiva Srishti” as the name clearly
signifies, is lost.
Chronologically speaking, para-Trimshika
seems to be his first work in the
“Shaivalore”. It is in reality composed of
the concluding portion of “Rudrayamala
belonging to Agama School on which
Abhinavagupta penned down a
commentary calling it Vivarana. However,
the title of the book suggests its containing
thirty verses only (Trimshika) but it has
even more than these. Para in Shaiva
terminology is identical with Parasamvidthe highest power of self-Dependence.
Hence para-Trimshika would connote
thirty verses of “Self-Dependence”, or the
Super Lord of the triple formula of desire,
knowledge and action.
Pratybhijnavimarashini and its larger
edition Vivriti belong to the Pratyabhijna
(recognition) school of Shaiva Shastra as
propounded by Utpaladeva and originated
by Somanada.
Trantrasara and Tantraloka deal with the
same contents with the difference that the
former is a brief summary (sara) of the
latter, a columinous treatise. The Tantraloka
is in metrical form. These are definitely
based on Malini Vijyatantra belonging to
Agama School. Paramarthsara is a
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philosophical composition of 105
verses and is supposed to be based on
the karikas of Shesha. In his Gitartha
Sangraha Abhinavagupta has
emphatically declared that freedom
from all miseries can be obtained by
seeing Him (Param Shiva) in every
thing and every where. This freedom
can not be achieved by renunciation of 1)PRESERVE AND PROMOTE OUR LANGUAGE;
the world. The battle between Pandvas
*By conversinng in Kashmiri with out children and encouraging
and the Kaurvas is actually the race
them to learn, speak and interact in Kashmiri.
b e t w e e n Vi d y a ( K n o w l e d g e ,
*By
interacting and speaking with out fellow community brethren in
perception) and Avidya (Ignorance,
Kashmiri.
blurred perception).
Abhinavagupta not only explained
Pratyabhijna on which his fame rests, 2) PROTECT OUR IDENTITY;
but also other Tantric works belonging
*By imbibing a sense of pride in our unique social, cultural and
to different schools. He made a
spiritual tradition.
compromise between different views
*By maintaining our age-old social marital order and promoting and
and presented such a philosophy of
life which never grew stale. He has no
encouraging marriages within the fold.
parallel in interpreting Shivsutras and
unravelling the esoteric contents in
most intelligent and homely idiom. He 3) UPHOLD OUR TADITIONS;
*By following the indigenous scientific Lunar calender in observing
did not rest on the philosophic
polemics but also connects these with
rituals, festivals, special occasions etc.
the ritual. In the treatment of his
*By celebrating birthday’s, rituals, riligious occasions and unique
subject Abhinavgupta sets norms of
Kashmiri Pandit festivals.
personal experience, reasoning and
scripture and in the context of these he
tries to explain the domain of his 4) STRENGTHEN OUR BROTHERHOOD;
experience. He does not accept the
*By expanding our social circle and
theories for lLogicians as given in
*By caring for each other; Mutual care is the only ray of hope for our
Nyaya Shastra or as expounded in
Survival in Exile.
Vaishesika in detail or fundamentals.
From the dualism of Sankhya,
idealism of Baudhas and monism of 5) STRENGTHEN SOCIO-CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS;
Vedanta, he only differs mostly in
*Physically, intellectually and financially, as these are the pillars of
fundamentals.
our identity.
He reconstructed the concept of
Pratabhihna to Strengthen the ethos of
India, with a distinctive touch of Published by : SATISAR FOUNDATION p.O. Box No. 118, HPO Rani Talab, Jmu.
Kashmiri style of Shaiva Darshan.
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